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ABSTRACT
Depletion of ore in Missouri's old lead districts and
the opening of the state's new lead district adds impetus
to understanding and delineating geologic structure in and
adjacent to the new lead district.

Image and geomorphic

analysis, hydrologic data, and subsurface structural contour mapping are used in interpretation of geologic
structure in Dent, Shannon, Reynolds, and Carter counties,
Missouri.

Unlike the time consuming surface geologic

mapping, the modes of investigation used in this study
enabled the writer to make a larger, regional-scale study
with results comparable to those attainable by surface
mapping.

The area is covered by thick residual soils and

terrain conditions are difficult.

Subsurface structural

contour mapping shows a series of northwest trending
alternating highs and lows, the Precambrian having the
most relief.

Possible faulting occurs along the margins

of these structures.

Several other structures,

including

individual knobs, were also detected.
ERTS imagery analysis enabled delineation of many
major lineaments,

lineament sets, and pairs, of which 8 are

named and described.
and northeast.
detected.

These lineaments trend primarily east

Circular and polygonal features were also

Lineaments identified by thermal IR and SLAR ima-

gery analysis are in agreement with those detected on the
ERTS imagery.

In addition, the thermal IR and SLAR analysis

iv

delineated smaller lineaments that are thought to reflect
local fracture patterns.

Additional circular features were

detected on the thermal IR and SLAR imagery.

These are

thought to be surficial reflections of buried Precambrian
knobs.

The polygonal features appeared also on the SLAR

imagery.
Hydrologic data show agreement with the imagery and
subsurface interpretations where overlap exists between
these data.
A gravity profile supplements the study in one par t
of the area.

The anomalies coincide with anomalous imagery

and hydrologic features.
Large Precambrian outcrop areas are found in the southwestern part of the study area and northeast of the study
area.

These areas are intensely fractured.

Lineaments

traced into these areas were found to be in agreement with
known fracture patterns of the areas.

This indicates that

the lineaments with their related hydrologic and geomorphic
features are directly related to Precambrian basement
fracture and faulting patterns.

Repetition of individual

anomalous "features" from subsurface mapping to hydrology
to imagery and finally gravity lends support to the interpretation of the detected structures.
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INTRODUCTION

The development of Missouri's new lead mining district
in southeast Missouri coupled with the exhaustion of the
state's older lead districts add impetus to the need for
understanding the geologic structures in and adjacent to
the new mining district.

In this study, a combination of

image analysis, geomorphic analysis, hydrologic data
analysis, and construction and interpretation of subsurface
structural contour maps based on well logs was used to
identify possible block faulting, and fractured areas south
of the new lead district.

Results of several reconnaissance

gravity profiles in Logan Creek supplement the structural
study.
The study area is densely forested and blanketed with
a thick residual soil.

It encompasses 832 sq mi

(2155 sq

km) of Carter, Dent, Shannon, and Reynolds counties.
Black and Current Rivers drain the area

(Figure 1).

The
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F i g ure 1.

Index Map Showing Counties and Extent of
Study Area.
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SUBSURFACE STRUCTURAL CONTOUR MAPPING

Subsurface structural contour maps were constructed to
detect basement structural trends.

As mentioned earlier, the

Precambrian surface in Precambrian time had been developed
into a mature to rugged topography that affected Cambrian
sedimentation.

Cambrian sedimentary rocks that were draped

over this topography typically exhibit a topography in direct
proportion to the amount of relief in the Precambrian basement.

Relief becomes more subdued with successively younger

Cambrian sedimentation and lithification - with some pinching
out of the rocks against the higher Precambrian knobs.

By

plotting and contouring the available data on the tops of the
Precambrian, Lamotte, and Bonneterre formations,

the author

was able to identify trends that are present.
Well logs on file at the Missouri Geological Survey are
the initial source of data.

These logs are primarily from

mining exploratory drilling ventures that are no longer considered confidential.

A few of the deeper municipal and

domestic wells are also used.

Generally though, domestic

wells are too shallow to be used because of the more subdued
structural relief of the younger sedimentary rocks encountered
in them.
Well logs were available for only twenty-two wells which
penetrate the Precambrian basement, thirty - eight which penetrate the Lamotte

(including those that show no Lamotte is

present), and forty-one which penetrate the Bonneterre.
log density, an important factor in reliability and

Well
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interpretation control, is conspicuously low.

The Bonne-

terre shows a density of 1 well log per 20.3 sq mi

(52.5

sq km) .
The author was able to remedy this situation by supplementing the original data with additional information
not yet publically released.

Because of the confidential

nature of these data, well locations and formational
contacts are not plotted on the following maps.
Nearly all well logs were taken as correct without the
immense task of re-examining the cores.

The Precambrian

data are considered the most reliable because when possible,
they have been relogged by the survey (Kisvarsanyi, 1973,
personal communication).

Comparison of Precambrian strip

log data to the relogged Precambrian core data showed only
minor variations.
When trying to differentiate the base of the Bonneterre from the top of the Lamotte, one must keep in mind
that they are conformable and grade into one another.
Basal Bonneterre is an arenaceous dolomite with the amount
of sand increasing with depth.
usually 10 to 20 ft

(3 to 6.1 m)

thickness of 200ft

(61 m)"

"This sandy zone is
thick but may approach a

(Koenig, 1963, p. 18).

Igneous

fragments are found within the Bonneterre where the Bonneterre laps onto Precambrian knobs.

Silty shale and

arenaceous dolomite occur locally in the upper part of the
Lamotte -

similar to the Basal Bonneterre.

The Lamotte has

locally-occuring basal conglomerate and boulder zones of

6

Figure 2.

Geologic Formations of the Study Area.
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faulting, as well as facies

(Snyder and Gerdeman , 1968)

changes are controlled by the Precambrian basement configuration.

This configuration is sometimes detectable by

surface drainage patterns

(Zarzavatjian, 1958).

Faulting

seems to follow Precambrian zones of weakness while folds,
joints and facies changes are related to Precambrian
paleotopography produced by faulting and erosion.
Structure in the Paleozoic rocks is controlled largely
by Precambrian topographic basins.

The deeper basins were

the first to receive Upper Cambrian sedimentation - the
Lamotte and Bonneterre formations.

As sea level rose,

the depositional area became more extensive and sediments
lapped onto Precambrian highs and the depositional regimen
changed from a dominantly sandstone (Lamotte)
limestone (Bonneterre) facies.

facies to a

This onlap deposition

coupled with differential compaction causes a folding - draping effect with the sediments thinning over highs and
thickening basinward.

Sea currents, deflected by highs

which in places protruded above sea level, formed barrier
reefs, spits, and other related shallow water coastal structures which controlled Bonneterre sedimentation.

Facies

controlled by this environment range from calcarenites,
calcalutites, sand size fossil fragments, quartz, and
carbonate.

Slump structures are also found in the area

of these reefs

(Snyder, 1968).

One fault has previously been mapped in the area, the
Ellington fault

(F igure 4).

This fault follows the
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dominant structural trend of the state, northwest.

The

location and existence of this fault has been subject to
some controversy.

McCracken (1971) describes the feature:

"Drilling in the vicinity of Ellington showed
this fault trending across southern Reynolds
County.
Surface reconnaisance by Hayes
(1961) mapped the fault as shown on the
structural features map.
Drilling since
then by several mining companies in northern
Shannon County suggests a northwest extension.
The 1961 Geologic Map of Missouri
shows the fault down to the southwest but
drilling suggests that i t is downdropped to
the northeast."
Using this description as a guide, it is interesting to
note that the fault as shown on McCracken's structural
features map does not coincide with the mapped fault on
Hayes' maps
published).

(1960, 1961, Missouri Geological Survey, unMcCracken's map shows the Ellington fault

several miles to the north of that shown on Hayes' maps.
Although this could possibly be a printing error, there is
no erratum page in the structural features book noting
this.

It is a serious error that has been overlooked and

duplicated (Feder and Barks, 1972).
data

Mining company drilling

(unreleased) have suggested that the Ellington fault

is downdropped to the northeast which, i f confirmed, would
refute Hayes' mapping.
mentioned anywhere.

Displacement and dip are not

Thornton (1963) maintained that the

Ellington fault did not exist.

However, supportive evidence

presented in this paper indicates that the Ellington fault
is present and is

downth ~ own

to the northeast.

Hy drologic

data, geomorphic features, and imagery lineaments are used
to delineate its trace.
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The Shannon County block of Precambrian outcrops is
rectangular in plan and is oriented approximately northwest.
~bundant

felsites occur in this area at the surface and in

the subsurface under a thin veneer of sedimentary rocks.
~lignment

of major springs in this area also follows a

northwest trend

(Missouri Geological Survey, 1967).

Normal

faulting along the northeast side of the block and possibly
its other sides is interpreted from the evidence presented
in this study.

Associated with the faulting along the north-

east side of the Shannon County block is a large down-dropped
block or structural basin referred to herein as the Owls
Bend basin.
Northeast of this basin is what appears to be another
structural high or block, not as large as the Shannon
County block, that parallels the Owls Bend basin and is
interpreted in this study to be fault-bound.

It will be

referred to herein as the Deer Run high.
The town of Ellington is situated several miles to the
northeast of the Deer Run high.

This area seems to be under-

lain by another Precambrian basin, as indicated by several
deep drill holes.

The Ellington fault would be part of

the mechanism that produced this basin.
the margins of both of these features.

The fault follows
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SUBSURFACE STRUCTURAL CONTOUR MAPPING

Subsurface structural contour maps were constructed to
detect basement structural trends.

As mentioned earlier, the

Precambrian surface in Precambrian time had been developed
into a mature to rugged topography that affected Cambrian
sedimentation.

Cambrian sedimentary rocks that were draped

over this topography typically exhibit a topography in direct
proportion to the amount of relief in the Precambrian basement.

Relief becomes more subdued with successively younger

Cambrian sedimentation and lithification - with some pinching
out of the rocks against the higher Precambrian knobs.

By

plotting and contouring the available data on the tops of the
Precambrian, Lamotte, and Bonneterre formations,

the author

was able to identify trends that are present.
Well logs on file at the Missouri Geological Survey are
the initial source of data.

These logs are primarily from

mining exploratory drilling ventures that are no longer considered confidential.

A few of the deeper municipal and

domestic wells are also used.

Generally though, domestic

wells are too shallow to be used because of the more subdued
structural relief of the younger sedimentary rocks encountered
in them.
Well logs were available for onl y twenty-two wells which
penetrate the Precambrian basement, thirty-eight which penetrate the Lamotte

(including those that show no Lamotte is

present), and forty-one which penetrate the Bonneterre.
log density, an important factor in reliability and

Well
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interpretation control, is conspicuously low.

The Bonne-

terre shows a density of 1 well log per 20.3 sq mi

(52.5

sq km).
The author was able to remedy this situation by supplementing the original data with additional information
not yet publically released.

Because of the confidential

nature of these data, well locations and formational
contacts are not plotted on the following maps.
Nearly all well logs were taken as correct without the
immense task of re-examining the cores.

The Precambrian

data are considered the most reliable because when possible,
they have been relogged by the survey (Kisvarsanyi, 1973,
personal communication).

comparison of Precambrian strip

log data to the relogged Precambrian core data showed only
minor variations.
When trying to differentiate the base of the Bonneterre from the top of the Lamotte, one must keep in mind
that they are conformable and grade into one another.
Basal Bonneterre is an arenaceous dolomite with the amount
of sand increasing with depth.
usually 10 to 20 ft

(3 to 6.1 m)

thickness of 200ft

(61 m)"

"This sandy zone is
thick but may approach a

(Koenig, 1963, p. 18).

Igneous

fragments are found within the Bonneterre where the Bonneterre laps onto Precambrian knobs.

Silty shale and

arenaceous dolomite occur locally in the upper part of the
Lamotte -

similar to the Basal Bonneterre.

The Lamotte has

locally-occuring basal conglomerate and boulder zones of
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F igure 3.

subsurface Structural Contour Maps and
Subsurface Cross-section.
Numbers by well locations indicate elevations in
ft

(m) relative to sea level.

Contour labels

are given in feet only to avoid crowding.
Numbers 1 - 12 indicate 7.5 min topographic
quadrangles:

1 = Bunker; 2 = Corridon;

3 =

Midridge; 4 = Corridon SE; 5 = Redford; 6 =
Lesterville SE; 7 = Powder Mill Ferry; 8 =
Exchange; 9 = Ellington NW; 10

Clearwater

Dam; 11 = Stegall Mountain; 12 = Van Buren
North; 13 = Garwood; 14 = Ellington SE.
a.

Top of Precambrian

b. Top of Lamotte.

Hash marks indicate approxi-

mate Lamotte pinch-out.

Block - dashes indi-

cate general area of anomalous absence of
Lamotte.

Well

with~

symbol in this area

has some Lamotte present.

N=no Lamotte present.

c. Top of Bonneterre
d.

Cross-section.

p

B = Bonneterre; D

Precambrian; L = Lamotte;
Davis; D = Derby-Doerun.

Dashed line represents pre-compaction surface
(10 percent compaction factor)

at end of

Bonneterre deposition (see text for discussion) .
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Precambrian derived material.

The fact that deposition of

these two formations, which have overlapping lithic characteristics and was in places contemporaneous, poses a problem
in interpretation in the vicinity of Precambrian knobs.

Is

an arenaceous dolomite with igneous fragments near a knob
lower Bonneterre or upper Lamotte?

The author knows of no

way to solve this problem and believes that an arbitrary
sand-content percent dividing line is not suitable.

The

problem is really one of a time-stratigraphic rock unit,

the

Lamotte-Bonneterre, that has artificially been divided into
a rock -

unit classification.

This problem is critical in

subsurface contour mapping.
Examination of the three structural contour maps shows
several prominent features.

Generally, one can say that the

area is dominated by alternating highs and lows, the highs
usually having at least one Precambrian outcrop area.

Areas

that have overlapping hydrologic data and imagery are given
priority in the discussion in this section unless subsurface
data control is good.
East of the Shannon County block is the Owls Bend
basin.

This feature trends northwest and data indicate

that i t is parallel to the Shannon County block along the
whole length of the block.

A part of this basin may

curve northward away from the main basin into what appears
to be a secondary basin herein called the Logan Creek trough.

19
The Owls Bend basin is a synclinal feature that becomes more pronounced with depth.

Maximum known Pre-

cambrian relief between the peak of Thorny Mountain and
the adjacent basin measured in a drillhole about 4 mi
km) away is 2299 ft

(6.4

(700.7 m), but a better picture of the

steepness of relief is determined from a knob only about 2
mi

(3.2 km) distant from the same drillhole - 1972 ft

(601.1 m) of relief.
(300.5 m per km).

This is a slope of 986 ft per mi

Relief is less in successively younger

sedimentary rocks.
A solitary knob is present within the Owls Bend basin,
in the northern third of the Van Buren-North quadrangle.
The dipof the sedimentary cover over this high shows a
steeper gradient toward the southwest.
The next structure toward the east
basin)

is the Deer Run high

(of the Owls Bend

(Ellington NW quadrangle) .

Taken as a single structure, the axis of this feature trends
roughly northwest.

Cambrian sedimentary rocks draped over

this Precambrian high create an anticlinal structure.

The

dip of the sedimentary cover is steeper on the northeast
side.

The Ellington fault follows the northeast side of

the Deer Run high and must be a contributing factor to
the steepness of dip in this area.
A cross section from just southeast of the Shannon
County block to the Deer Run high reveals an interesting
feature that might not be evident when examining individual
structural contour maps.

The cross-section is representative
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of the only well documented trans-basin data that have
good well spacing.

Part of the cross-section shows that

the basal Lamotte formation is either absent or conspicuously thin.

The absence or thin interval would not

normally be considered unusual in itself except for the
structural position of the absences and thin intervals.
Wells 6 and7

(Figure 3d) illustrate the normal relation-

ship of the Lamotte in the vicinity of Precambrian knobs pinching out against these higher knobs.
southwest of wells 7 and 6, wells,
from a 95 ft

(29 m)

South and then

5, 4, and 3 are downdip

interval of Lamotte, yet no Lamotte is

found in wells 5 and 3 and only a thin arkosic interval is
found in well number 4.

The high

(well number 2 of cross-

section) was probably high enough during Lamotte time not
to have received Lamotte sedimentation.
Further insight into the possible structure of this
area can be gained by reconstructing the surface of sedimentation at the end of Bonneterre time.
the reconstructed surface

The profile of

(Figure 3d) (dashed line)

relief similar to the unreconstructed surface

shows a

(solid line).

The Bonneterre exhibits a greater thickness, in wells 3 and
4, but its upper surface shows about 200 ft

(61 m) of relief.

Carbonate muds needs fairly low relief to accumulate.

Non-

deposition and thinness of the Lamotte at such depths as
shown in the cross-section is not considered likely.
of similar depth northwest of this area have 70 to 170
to 52 m)

interval of Lamotte present.

Wells
(21

The area in which the

Lamotte is absent or thin is roughly circular when viewed
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in plan
area.

(Figure 3b).

Well number 4 is included in this

The outlined area is believed to represent a paleo-

island, or as well number 4 might indicate, possibly several
smallerpaleo-islands separated by narrow channels.
ing, probably initiated in Precambrian time
Wagner, 1961) was active or renewed in

Fault-

(Snyder and

(late ?)

Lamotte

time and continued during Bonneterre time, dropping the
area to its present low elevation.
Well number oneof the cross-section shows an unusually
thin interval of Lamotte,

3 f t (1m).

The depths at which

this interval occurs and its meager thickness disallow any
idea of its pinching out very far up the Precambrian slope.
It is much too deep to attain the estimated Lamotte pinch-out
elevation shown in other areas.

It is very probable that

the area in the vicinity of this well marks a fault trace
with the steep slope of the Precambrian representing a
fault-produced shoreline.

Northwest of this area, the Shan-

non County block also has a steep slope in the subsurface
and aligns with the northwesterly strike of the steep southwest slope of the solitary knob.

This alignment represents

the projected strike of the fault.

Faulting is also present

on the eastern boundary of the paleo-island or islands.
downdip absence of Lamotte southwest of the Deer Run high
(which has Lamotte midway down its flank)

is evidence for

faulting.
The island or islands restricted circulation of sea
currents within the Owls Bend basin.

Drillholes roughly

The
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delineate a channel to the west and southwest of the high
that is deep enough to permit circulation.

Other channels

could possibly be present on the northern side of the high.
Three faults are here tentatively identified by the
author from these subsurface contour maps.

Two faults flank

the Owls Bend basin, one parallel to the northeast side of
Shannon County block and the other parallel to the southwest
side of Deer Run high.

The third fault,

the Ellington fault,

parallels the northeast side of the Deer Run high.
The Logan Creek trough is also thought to be structurally controlled.

A rough outline of this feature can

be seen on the contour maps, but a deficiency of well data
makes i t impossible to identify any details of the feature
in this section of the paper.

Imagery analysis and hydro-

logic data presented below support a structural control
hypothesis that is not evident from subsurface data.

A

few drillholes do, however, roughly outline a Precambrian
high and basin that coincides with a circular feature north
of the Logan Creek trough,

identified by Gillerman (1968).

This high might be the northernmost extent of the Logan
Creek trough.
Two highs, separated by a shallow northwest trending
trough, are delineated in the northern panhandle section
of the study area.

A deep basin is present south and south-

west of the westernmost of the two highs.

This deep basin

adjoins the high discussed in the preceeding paragraph.
The last delineated buried trend of Precambrian highs
is in the northeast section of the study area.

This feature
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follows the dominant northwest structural trend.

Precam-

brian rocks crop out in several places and subsurface relief
is once again large.
Comparison of the elevation of the top of the Lamotte
and Bonneterre formations in the northeastern area to the
tops in the southwestern area reveals the effect of regional
tilting.

The northeastern area is structurally higher than

the southwestern area because it is closer to the center of
the Ozark uplift.
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IMAGERY ANALYSIS

In the field of remote sensing, there is no direct
contact with the object being sensed.

High altitude or

satellite multi--spectral imagery is used to detect features
or structures that are either not detected in the visible
light spectrum or are so large that they have escaped
detection.
The author utilized three different types of imagery
in this study:

ERTS

(Earth Resources Technology Satellite)

thermal IR (infrared), and SLAR (Side-Looking Airborne
Radar).
comings

Each of these has individual advantages and short(Holz, 1973).

Complete ERTS coverage was available

but thermal IR and SLAR coverage was limited to narrow
strips.

ERTS IMAGERY

Each ERTS image covers 10,000 sq mi
Tne image scale 1s

considerab~y

(25,900 s q km).

smaller than that of con-

ventional aerial photography but this

smal~

sca~e

is compen-

sated by nearly uniform l1ghting and exposure condit1ons of
a large surface area.

Small, local features or structures

are de-emphasized while large, regional features or structures are emphasizea.
shadows from a
sentea herein

~ow

Linear f eatures are accentuated by

sun angle, as shown in the 1magery pre-

(F igure 4a) .
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Figure 4.

ERTS Imagery.
Some Loss of Detail Occured in Reproduction.

a.

Stereo Pair.

b.

Lineaments and Known Faults Identified by the
Author.

NOTE:

Photo baseline for
X-X'.
North is to
page.
Stereoscope
the photo baseline
the prints aligned

stereo pair is imaginary line
the right-hand margin of the
orientation should parallel
with the northern edge of
parallel to the viewer.
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Figure 4a.
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These linear features are called lineaments and are
generally visible because of topographic alignments of
streams and valleys, offset streams and ridges, formational
boundaries, fracturing,

and soil mositure changes.

Within the study area, ERTS imagery lineaments have two
prominent trends, east and northeast.
are north and northwest.

Less prominent trends

These lineaments are traceable

for tens of miles and some occur in pairs or sets.
The Reynolds lineament trends almost due east and
follows no drainage plan (Figure 4a, b).

It appears to

coincide with the basin that appears to have some relation
to the circular feature described by Gillerman (1968) and
mentioned in the subsurface section of this paper.
The Callahan Hollow lineament trends 20° north of east.
It is accentuated by a combination of aligned drainage paths,
a river bluff, and some offset streams.
for about 15 mi

(24.1 km).

It can be followed

In several places, there is no

topographic expression of its presence.
The Dry Valley -

Bend lineament has a slightly arcuate

trend, easterly in the eastern part of the study area,
changing slightly to south of west in the west.
prominent where visible, half of its 30 mi
has no topographic expression.

Though

(48.3 km)

length

Alignments and topographic

characteristics are similar to those of the Callahan Hollow
lineament.
The Corridon lineament pair trend s northeast and is
generally continuous, excepting one gap in the southernmost
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lineament.

This pair might be related in part to a trend

change of backreef facies of the Bonneterre.

The backreef

facies trends south until meeting the pair at its midpoints.
The facies trend then continues with the pair to the southwest.
The Airport lineament "cluster", a group of intersecting and parallel lineaments is not as prominent or long
as those previously described.
8 mi

(12.9 km)

long.

The longest is only about

Topographic features that stand out

are alignment of drainage paths and occurrence of sinkholes.

One lineament of this cluster is apparently related

to a piracy of Logan Creek or Street Hollow.

One mi

(1.6

km) northwest of the Ellington airport, the south-"flowing"
Logan Creek (usually a dry-bed valley at this area)
turned eastward by a 100 ft

(30 m)

high bluff.

is

Approxi-

mately aligned with this easterly segment of Logan Creek
is a straight, well developed,

southeastward sloping dry

valley which might have been the creek's former valley.
This abandoned valley can be seen on the Exchange topographic map.

The creek, however, now turns abruptly south,

aligning with Street Hollow, giving rise to an alternate
theory of piracy.

Street Hollow and the previously men-

tioned southeastward sloping dry valley might represent
a pirated section of the postulated longer valley.

Align-

ment of the southe rly-"flowin g " s e gment of Logan Creek and
Street Hollow coincides with p art of the longest lineament
of the cluster

(Figure 4b shows only this longest lineament) .
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The Carr Creek lineament, which trends northeast, is
one of the longer lineaments in the study area,

28 mi

(45.1

km) if an approximately aligned section of Logan Creek is
The northeast section is actually a set of

included.

several lineaments of which two are less than one mi
km) apart.

(1.6

At the southwestern end of the lineament in

Shannon County, the lineament is traceable into the
Shannon County block as a single lineament and seems to
correspond to a Precambrian rock-type change from the
Stegall Rhyolite to an unassigned felsite unit.

Alignment

of drainage paths account for the lineament in some places.
In other places, there is no topographic expression of the
lineament.
The Coleman Hollow lineament, which trends northeast,
is very discontinuous.
trolled.

Alignments are drainage path con-

Two ridges are found to be offset along its

trace between the Current River and Logan Creek.

It inter-

sects the Carr Creek lineament at Logan Creek.
The East Logan Creek lineament set trends northeast.
These lineaments coincide with bends in Logan Creek and
suggest structural offsets.
The circular features

(structures as identified in this

paper) described by Gillerman are detectable with the ERTS
imagery as are two polygonal features of unknown origin.
Only a few of the ERTS lineaments have been described
herein.

Many more are seen to exist in and outside of the

study area.
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THERMAL IR IMAGERY

Thermal IR imagery represents a recorded sampling of
emitted radiation from terrestial objects.

The resulting

image superficially resembles an aerial photograph.

The

difference is that tone in conventional aerial photography
is a function of light reflectance whereas the tone of the
thermal IR imagery represents intensity of emitted radiation resulting from variations in emissivity and surface
temperature.

Images of warmer objects appear lighter in

tone than those of colder objects.
Faults and other fractures are usually good channel
ways for migration of groundwater.

Water concentrated in

such features causes temperature contrasts which are detectable with thermal IR imagery.

These contrasting tones pro-

duce recognizable patterns that reveal the fracture patterns.
The gross contrasting character of topographic highs and
drainage paths also usually reflects some patterned effect.
Examination of the thermal IR imagery and accompanying
lineaments

(Figure 4a, b, and c)

trends as does the ERTS imagery.
to reflect jointing and faulting.
ments,

shows the same prominent
These trends are thought
In addition to the linea-

several new circular feature are suggested.

The

proximity of the newly detected circular features to the
Shannon County block suggests that they are surficial
expression of buried Precambrian knobs featur e s described by Gillerman (1968).

similar to those
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Figure 5.

Thermal IR Imagery and Lineaments.
Lettered lineaments are the same as in
Figure 4b plus addition.

Some distortion

of imagery is present along image margins
that parallel the flight line.
a.

North-south Strip Following Logan Creek
[Flown at 6000 ft

b.

(1829 m)].

West-cast Strip, Big Creek-Current River to
western Logan Creek drainage divide
[Flown at 8000 ft

c.

(2438 m)].

West-east Strip, western Logan Creek drainage
divide to Ellington
[Flown at 8000 ft

(2438 m)].
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Although the areal extent of the thermal IR imagery is
limited,

there is agreement between thermal IR lineament

interpretations and the major ERTS lineament interpretations.
The Callahan Hollow, Corridon, Dry Valley -

Bend, Airport,

and Coleman Hollow lineaments are well expressed on the IR
imagery.

Close comparison of the thermal IR imagery also

shows agreement of most of the unnamed lineaments.
Some thermal IR lineaments were not detected on the
ERTS imagery,
Hollow -

the most prominent example being the Crabtree

Logan Creek lineament.

This thermal IR lineament

can be followed by drainage alignments, an offset ridge,
image tonal changes.

and

Many times, the expression of a

lineament was more prominent on the thermal imagery than
on the ERTS imagery.

Such was the case in detection of

the Ellington fault

SLAR

I~1AGERY

SLAR imagery represents a reflected component of a
transmitted radio-frequency pulse.

Physical, chemical,

and dielectric properties of the rocks and associated soils,
and radar incidence angle determine the image characteristics.

SLAR accentuates linear topographic features and

fracture and fault patterns when these features lise parallel
to the flight track and conversely so if the features are
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F igure 6.

SLAR Imagery and Lineaments.
Lettered lineaments are the same as in Figures
4b and Sa.

Northern-most circular feature

previously identified by Gillerman (1968).
Part of polygonal feature is just west of this
circular feature.

A smaller circular feature

is visible near the southern edge of the image.
Image is horizontal transmit, horizontal receive
only (HH) .
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Figure 6.
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perpendicular to the flight track.
can also be an important factor

Gross tonal character

(Feder and Barks, 1972).

The SLAR imagery presented herein is approximately the
southern third of the imagery used by Gillerman (1968) and
Feder and Barks

(1972).

The lineaments shown in Figure 6

represent the author's interpretation of this imagery.
Generally speaking, the interpretation of the SLAR
imagery is in agreement with the interpretations of the
ERTS and thermal IR imagery for both major and minor lineaments.

Circular structures not previously reported have

been identified in this study and tentatively been related
to geologic structures.

There is good agreement of form,

location, and extent of development between the thermal IR
and SLAR images of these objects.

There is similar agree-

ment between ERTS and SLAR images of the polygonal structures but the origin of these features is not known.
Many lineaments can be followed out of the study area
to the east and northeast into areas of extensive Precambrian
outcrops.

These Precambrian rocks are well fractured

Etr, 1967; Palmer, 1966; McCracken, 1971).

(El-

The lineaments

usually follow the known fracture patterns of these rocks.
This lends support to the hypothesis that Precambrian basement fracture patterns control later structures in the
area.
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HYDROLOGY

Logan Creek, part of a losing basin

(Feder and Parks,

1972), becomes a dry-bed valley at a point about midway
between Sweetwater Creek and Graveyard Hollows (Figure 7b).
It remains as such for about 10 stream mi

(16 km)

east of Exchange, where some resurgence occurs.

to just
Comparison

of surface flow and valley size of Logan Creek with the
Current River shows that although the Current River has a
larger flow rate, their valley sizes are about the same.
Geoloelectric depth soundings in Logan Creek
personal communication)
is about 150 ft

(Frohlich, 1973,

indicate a thick valley fill that

(46) deep

(one measuring point)

north of

where Logan Creek becomes a dry-bed valley, and 125 to 230
ft

(38 to 70 m) deep

(four measuring points)

bed valley section of the stream.

in the dry-

Sinkholes, sinkhole

ponds, and depressions are found in Logan Creek valley and
much of the surrounding area.

Sink-like depressions are

found in stream terraces.
The occurrence of sinking streams and dry-bed valleys in
close proximity to large streams in Missouri has long been
recognized

(Bridge, 1930).

Such is the case of Logan Creek

and Blue Spring, which is on the Current River.
(1930, p.

Bridge

40) postulated that they are part of the same

subsurface drainage system basing his statement on the
observation that Blue Spring discharge increased after heavy
rain on the upper part of Logan Creek while also noting that
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Figure 7.
a.

Hydrology.
Ground water levels, southwestern third of the
study area

(modified from Gann, Harvey, and

Miller, Hydrologic Atlas of South Central
Missouri, unpublished, U. S. Geological Survey,
provisional data subject to revision) .
b.

Ground water levels in Logan Creek basin
(from Williams, Harvey, and Dinkel, unpublished,
Remote Sensing of Karst Terrain, U. S. Geological
Survey, provisional data subject to revision).
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spring discharge was not affected by rain on the upper
Current River.

This theory has only recently been con-

firmed by Feder and Barks
report)

(1972) and Maxwell

by dye trace studies.

(unpublished

Dye was detected at Blue

Spring in both attempts but Feder and Barks made an additional recovery at a spring on the lower reaches of Logan
Creek where i t meets Clearwater Lake.

It is thought that

varying subsurface hydrologic conditions caused this discrepancy.

An important facet of these dye trace studies

is that no dye was detected at other sampling locations
near the recovery points.
Surface geologic mapping is difficult because of thick
soils and similar lithologies.

Image analysis, and sub-

surface maps used with hydrologic data

show

the complexity

of the area - a local manifestation of larger, regional
scale factors.
Some data are available concerning the hydrology of the
Logan Creek area.

The U. S. Geological Survey maintains

observation wells near and around Logan Creek and periodically checks other private wells to monitor water levels.
Nearly all of the wells are confined to Logan Creek and
Dickens Valley

proper

(Figure 7b) .

The wells in the two

valleys, especially those in Logan Creek, show an "anomalous" water level.
drop 225 ft

Water levels in Logan Creek valley

(66 m) within a distance of .5 mi

(.8 km).

This "anomalous" effect occurs at the intersection of the
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Ellington fault

(Graveyard Hollow) and Logan Creek.

secting Logan Creek about .5 mi

(.8 km)

Inter-

south of this steep

gradient and intersecting the Ellington fault about 1 mi
(1.6 km)

to the east is the Callahan Hollow thermal IR,

SLAR, and ERTS lineament.

The proximity of the Ellington

fault to the Callahan Hollow lineament, their intersection,
the occurrence of the steep gradient, and the added occurrence
of a water level rise of 32 ft
south [of the 596 ft

(9.7 m) 1 mi

(1.6 km)

(181.7 m) water level datum]

to the

lend

strong support to a structural control hypothesis.
Supportive evidence from Dickens Valley is more limited
due to a larger well spacing.
(71 m) drop in water levels.

Here also is found a 234 ft
The groundwater gradient of the

three northernmost wells in Dickens Valley seems to have a
southwesterly trend.

This is contrary to the surface

gradient, southward, then southeast.

The Logan Creek

gradient generally seems to be southward, both in surface
flow and subsurface flow.

The author interprets this to be

that Dickens Valley seems to be on one of the "flanks" of
the Logan Creek structural trough.
The lower part of Dickens Valley shows a gradual rise
in water levels as do water levels in Logan Creek valley,
at this point about 2 mi
Valley.

(3.2 km)

southwest of Dickens

Transecting this area are the Carr Creek and

Coleman Hollow ERTS lineaments.

These two lineaments

intersect at Logan Creek and continue northeast and north
respectively.

In the subsurface, this area corresponds to
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the northwestern tip of the Deer Run high.
Logan Creek occurs here.

Resurgence of

It is thought that all of this

evidence is supportive of the author'rs belief that this area
represents the eastern "flank" of the Logan Creek structural trough.
The edge of the Bonneterre back reef facies follows the
north - south Viburnum trend until in the vicinity of the
Sweetwater - · Adair Creek mine where the trend swings to the
southwest.

This change of trend occurs where it meets the

Corridon lineament pair.

Groundwater levels seem. to follow

this trend (Figure 7a, b).

The change in trend and water

level contouring probably represents at least part of the
western "flank" of the Logan Creek structural trough.
Relative positions of recharge and discharge areas,
Logan Creek and Blue Spring, are favorable for a hydraulic
gradient to the southwest.

The Logan Creek recharge area is

topographically higher than Blue Spring with sedimentary
rocks in the extreme southwest part of Logan Creek dipping
toward Blue Spring, which is to the southwest.
is near the axis of "a shallow
1930).

Blue Spring

asymetric syncline"

(Bridge,

Positioning of the spring location on the subsurface

maps would put i t on the contoured rise in the northwest
part of the Owls Bend basin.

This rise could correspond to

a slight rise in the basement as some drill holes seem to
indicate.

Powder Mill Spring northwest of Blue Spring would

be located farther up this contoured rise and would require
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a different source.

Blue Spring has no source from the

northwest, only northeast (towards Logan Creek) .
The author could find no conclusive evidence to account
for the recovery of dye on the lower part of Logan Creek.
It would have had to intercept another prominent subsurface
drainage system that moves laterally - that is eastward out
of the Logan Creek trough, into the basin northeast of the
Deer Run high.
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GRAVITY

Gravity anomalies are the result of horizontal variations in density.

Any disturbance of normally flat-lying

strata with different densities will produce some sort of
density contrast which in turn may be manifest as a gravity
anomaly.

The magnitude and form of the gravity anomaly will

be dependent on the details of the densities involved; that
is, the numerical difference in densities

(density contrast),

vertical relief, depth of burial, and horizontal extent of
the bodies involved.

Thus, the primary property which re-

lates gravity anomalies to geology is the density of various
components of the geologic column and the resulting density
contrasts produced by structures developed in these rocks.
The gravity profiles done in this study were limited
to Logan Creek valley and Crabtree Hollow proper.

Remain-

ing in the flat valleys increased the possibility of an
incomplete terrain correction which might tend to decrease
anomaly amplitude, but was done because of difficult
terrain conditions and dense vegetation of surrounding hills
at the time the work was done.

Not profiling at right

angles to a structure such as a fault would also decrease
the apparent anomaly amplitude.
An overall density of 2.5 g/cc was used in the reductions.
are:

Corrections applied to the field gravity readings
drift correction (Dobrin, 1960, p. 222, 223), eleva-

tion, Bouguer, terrain (Hammer, 1939; Sandberg, 1958), and
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Figure 8.

Bouguer Anomalies in Logan Creek Valley.
Upper graph is north (left) - south profile,
central sketch map is section of Logan Creek
valley, lower graph is subordinate profiles.
On central sketch map:

Large dots

=

north-

south profile gravity stations; small dots
subordinate profiles gravity stations.
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latitude corrections.

Final terrain-corrected Bouguer

gravity variations should depend only on lateral departures
from the constancy in the densities of subsurface stratum
below the datum plane used in the reductions.
found in the profiles were small

Anomalies

(Figure 8), the absolute

maximum difference being about 2 milligals
corrections amounted to 4 mgals in places.

(mgal).

Maximum

The area

gradient however is also small, being about 1 mgal for every
5 mi

(8 km)

(U.S. Air Force Aeronautical Chart and Informa-

tion Center, 1968).

Even though corrections are in places

greater than the actual anomaly, the anomalies are thought to
be interpretively significant when used with the hydrologic
data and imagery presented herein.

The difference between

corrections at adjacent observation points was never more
than 2.4 mgal and usually less than 0.5 mgal.

So the

anomalies of one and two rngals between several adjacent
corrected values are believed to indicate significant
anomalies.
Gravity anomaly areas B and C of Figure 8 are located
on the Ellington fault and the Callahan Hollow lineament,
respectively.

In addition, both of these areas have anoma-

lous water levels, as previously discussed.

Gravity

minima are found to occur at these two areas.
The gravity minimum that occurs at area A has no
observed prominent lineament or known structure but bedrock was observed to be extensively jointed, and many
small lineaments were detected on the thermal IR and SLAR
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imagery in this area.

Profile IIa, north of area A, seems

to indicate a change from a deep, thick alluvial fill situation (gravity minimum)

to a shallow alluvium situation.

All three areas are associated with a Logan Creek
peculiarity.

After a heavy, extended rainfall, Logan Creek

will flow throughout its entire length.

As runoff decreases,

Logan Creek will begin to dry up in the dry-bed valley
section below area C but normal flow will continue down to
area C.

As upstream runoff decreases, Logan Creek will

begin to dry up above area C, this time normal flow continuing

~nly

as far as area B.

With continued recession the

steps are repeated and Logan Creek becomes a dry-bed valley
as far north as area A.
above area A.

Normal flow continues upstream,

These three areas thus seem to be related to

the stream's subsurface "plumbing".
The extension (profile I) of the north-south gravity
profile into Crabtree Hollow revealed a pronounced small
This profile cuts the Crabtree

amplitude gravity minimum.

Hollow - Logan Creek lineament and the minimum occurs where
the lineament is crossed.

Some low amplitude folding was

observed in bedrock outcrops west of the anomaly.
is generally less than 10 ft

(3 m)

Bedrock

oelow the surface in the

Hollow.
The cross-valley profiles showed highly variable re-

'

sults.

Normally, one can expect gravity minima because of

low density fill
1963).

(Hall and Hajnal, 1962; McGinnis and others,

Typical anomalies were found in profiles IIa, IIb,
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and III.

Profile IV shows some indication of fill but more

importantly shows possible expression of the Ellington fault
downthrown to the northeast.

Profile V (intersects north-

south profile at d, Figure 8) may be related to the Dry
Valley-Bend lineament.

This cross-valley profile is some-

what more pronounced than that of the north-south profile.
These gravity anomalies should be used as criteria
for defining structural features in the area, and when used
with other data presented herein, enhance the tenability of
the interpretations presented.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Structural contour mapping of the tops of the Precambrian, Lamotte, and Bonneterre formations shows a series
of alternating subsurface highs and lows that attain as
much as 2300 ft

(700 m) of relief.

This relief at depth

is masked by the subsequently less relief of stratigraphically younger formations.

The features identified are:

Owls Bend basin, Deer Run high, and Ellington basin.

These

structures trend northwest and parallel the Shannon County
block, a previously identified structural high.

The new

structures are northeast of the Shannon County block.
fourth feature,

A

the Logan Creek trough, apparently splits

from the Owls Bend basin, trending northward past the northwest terminus of the Deer Run high.

Faulting has been

tentatively identified along the Shannon County block - Owls
Bend basin margin, and the Owls Bend - Deer Run High margin.
The Ellington fault parallels the Deer Run high - Ellington
basin margin and is thought to be at least partly responsible
for the steepness of relief in the subsurface in the area.
ERTS imagery analysis enabled delineation of many major
lineaments, of which 8 lineaments, lineament sets, and pairs
were named and described.

These lineaments are traceable

for tens of miles, the majority of which trend east
and northeast.

Secondary trends in the study area
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are north and northwest.

Of the eight named lineaments,

all can be related to either anomalous hydrologic phenomena,
such as a 225 ft

(66 m) drop in water level, subsurface

basins, or geomorphic features,

such as alignment of

streams, straight sections of streams, offset ridges, or
combinations of the above.

Circular structures and poly-

goanl features were also detected.

The larger scale

thermal IR and SLAR imagery interpretations, while in
agreement with the ERTS imagery interpretations,

show

smaller size phenomena that are thought to represent
faulting
traces.

(not necessarily smaller size) and fracture
Onemajor lineament and new circular features were

detected using thermal IR and SLAR imagery in addition to
those detected on the ERTS imagery.

It is believed that

the circular features detected are surficial expression
of buried Precambrian knobs.

The polygonal features seen

in the ERTS imagery were also detected on the SLAR imagery.
Gravity profiles used to supplement this study in the
Logan Creek area lend supportive evidence to interpretation
of structure in the area of the profiles.
Large Precambrian outcrop areas in the southwestern
part of the study area and northeast of the study area are
intensely fractured.

Lineaments traced into these areas

were found to be aligned with the known fracture patterns
of these Precambrian areas.

This seems to indicate that the
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lineaments with their related geomorphic and hydrologic
features are directly related to Precambrian basement
fracture and faulting patterns.

Repetition of individual

anomalous "features" from subsurface mapping to hydrology
to imagery and finally gravity lends assurance to the
interpretation of the detected structures.
Thus convergence of evidence from subsurface contour
maps, ERTS, IR, and SLAR imagery, hydrologic data analysis,
and reconnaissance gravity profiles has permitted identification of an area where basement and early Paleozoic
sedimentary rocks have been displaced vertically in blocklike patterns.

Fracture patterns have also been identified

in the Paleozoic formations and shown to be related to the
Precambrian basement.
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APPENDIX A

LIST OF WELL LOG NUMBERS ON FILE AT THE MISSOURI GEOLOGICAL
SURVEY OF WELLS USED TO CONSTRUCT SUBSURFACE STRUCTURAL
CONTOUR MAPS

County
Reynolds

7.5 min topographic
quadrangle

Mo. Geol. Survey
well log number

Bunker

20617

Corridon

19008

Corridon SE

23798

Redford

21325' 21327'
21245, 21248,
21247

Lesterville SE

21596' 21057'
21246, 21324,
2409

Exchange

22058

Ellington NW

21656,
21555,
21377,
21388,

1

21389,
21597,
21521,
5746

Ellington SE

Shannon

Carter

Forest Service
file (no #)

1

Clearwater Dam

21325, 21646

Van Buren North

21545, 21385,
19737

Powder Mill Ferry

21591, 21516

Exchange

21392, 21595,
20716

1

Stegall Mountain

21908

2

Van Buren North

19669

Stegall Mountain

21668

Van Buren North

21589, 23113,
22002

1

ERTS IMAGERY INFORMATION
From stereo pair:
left image
24FEB73 C

N37-28/W~91-47

N N37-26/WI91-42 MSS

D SUN EL35 AZ142

19~-3~11 -

(5)
(7)

N -D-11 NASA ERTS E-1216-16175-4 Sl
(2L)
(5)
(7)

right image
23FEB73

C N37-29/W~9~-21 N N37-27/W~9B-16 MSS

D SUN EL34 AZ142 196-2927-N-1-N-D
(5)
(7)

-lL NASA ERTS E-1215-16121-4 Sl
(2L)
(5)
(7)

Lower bracketed numerals are different bands from composite image.

w
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APPENDIX C

THERMAL IR AND SLAR IMAGERY FLIGHT INFORMATION

Thermal IR

Bendix - Aerospace Systems Division, mission number 79,
March 8, 1972, midday, Thermal Line Scanner, black-body
reference.
SLAR
NASA Flight 128, 1966, Westinghouse System, AN/APQ 97, Kband multiple-polarization system.

HH polarization

zontal transmit, horizontal receive.)

237323

(hori-

